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:. 	 WASHINGTON 23. D.C.  

• . 	 21 September 195 

/ 
MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL MC CANN: 

Subject: 	Reconmen&ation for Reassessment of Attacks. 

• 1. 	Commander Knowles has submitted the attached 
list of attacks for reassessment. 	Reassessment is indi- 
cated by Information contained in the German records. 

2. In each case the new plotting 'room opinion 
is given, followed by a short summary of the incident, 
and the tactical analysis officer's opinion. - In each 
case, a'thorough search of the records and a review of 
all possible attacks narrows the field down to the one 
considered. 	 . • 	 • . 	• 	. 	- 

3. Since Captain Moore is being detached on 1 
October,-  it is recommended that assessment of these 
cases be expedited so that if it becomes necessary, a 2 
meeting can be called prior to his detachxint. 
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VMU1tIP1O Incidents 	Gibraltar. Area 	, 	Tebruary 191 5 
PLOTTING ROOM OPINION 

- 	 S 	 - 	
t- c;. 	x. •' 	-- Findings: 	There were two U-boats operating in the Gibraltar Area 

during February l945: 	 S 

1) U-300 who arrived in Gibraltar area 	ut '15-  February. She torpedoed "Regent Lion" and "MiOh..ei 
J. Stone" . in Convoy UGS-72 in Gibraltar Strait oL. 17 February, was damaged extensively on 19 February it sane area and Was sunk by MS Recruit .& Company on -2 February in. 36-29N 08-20I. . 	 . 

2) U-869 who was estimated -to have arriv8d in Gibraltar - 
area about 1 February. 	She made no r-s;orts in operat- ing area and was presumed lost by BDU (Commander 
U-boats) on 20 February. . 	- 

Comment: 	Since U-869 departed Kristiansandf,uth on 8 .jeoeznber 194, she had been at sea 75 days 	20 on 	February ezd.could have remained in her operational area until at least 1 Marm:.. 
B.D.U. apparently chose 20 February for her loss Without any cr:-r basis than the fact that U-869 made no reports while in her opertj1 area and the 

date therefore would have to be an arbitrary sre.  
It is noted that there were no attacks made 	r. shipping in the Gibraltar Area While U-869 was there, other 

- 

2 
the aforementioned attacks by U-700 on 17 February. 	 . co 

There were several attacks during February 	could have resulted in the loss of U-869, namely: 

1 	USS Atherton attack at 1651Z/18 Febru;7, 42 2 	usa O'Toole attack. at 0120Z/26 Februar7, 3 	USS Fowler and F.S. L'Indiacrot attach at o6'8 and l500z/26 February. 

Of these attacks, (3) above appears the most ;r- mising, Particularly the resulting debris where depth of water waz 1265 fathoms. 
Recommendation. 

1 Reassess (3) above from G to B - Proba1y sunk. 
2 In event none of the above attacksis -eptabl to the 

Committee, it follows that loss of U-& nust be 
attributed to "Cause Unknown". 

5UM11ARY: 

All of the attacks made in the above area dur, the critical dates 
were revie%ied. the attacks made by FOWLER and 

7.3. LINDISCRET appeax to be the most proz:ising. FOWLER este:3hed sonar contact 
at 2900 yards. A pattern of magnetic depth Ci2,es was dropped and 



r.r. 	explosions occurred 12 and 20 seconds later, followed by '3 or aftei-  •thédrppig- 	 - of the 'first'hbarge. debris was seen rthing.to- the8f8 	6t: the,  scene: :Of.the-  attack. Another.,  -pattern .ofmagnetjo depth- charges was.: 
droPecinthe.middle.brthedebris.whih an area of approximately. 250 yards. 	Two explosions occurred 100 and 120 see- flds after 	 firstcharge, .droppingof.the 	 with no further evidence bfdaithge; 	The debris reported appeared to consist of lumps -and ,balls- of heavy oil sludge.- 	No samples were recovered.. Depth-of .water was 1265 fathoms.-..8 hours and 15 minutes 1aterthe 	 - 

a sonar contact in the sane area, vhich;!'caused 
alarge black object to break surface and immediately sink.". object .Tbe 	- was unidentified and no debris was sighted. 	No action report was received from L'INDIsCp,, the information.on her attack-being obtained from an intercepted despatch. 	Contact was not regained. 
TACTICAL 	Y3Is OFFICER'S OPINION: 

Iisrecjded that,  Incidents 7850, FdWLER, and 8988, L'INDISCRET, be raised from G to B - probably sunk, since it is not possible to differentiate between the relative effectiveness 
of the two attacks. 

Incident No. 704 	USCG Ain 	1535Z/22/5/42 	27-11N 79-56w 
PLOTTING ROOM OPINION-  

Findings: 	German records show no U-boat in area at this time. 
Recommendations: 	Lower assessment from B to I - non sub. g 

cp 

HIKE established sonar contact and attacked with six depth charges. 
Contact was regained and two more attacks were !ade. 	Contact was thereafter najfltejned on a bottomed stationary target Depth of water was 100 fathoms. 	 for 13 hours. 

ICAL ANALY3 	OFFICER'S OPINION; 
CD 

It is recommended that the assessment be lowered from B to I - non sub. 
Incident No. 882 	USCG NORTJW 	O931Z/l8/6/k2 	65-05N 30-01w 
PLOTTING Roo1opIrio.i 

Findings: 	
German records show no U-boat in area at this tine. 

Recommendations: 	Lower assessment from B to I - non sub. 
SUARy:. 

NORTpj 	
established sonar contact at a range of 2300 yards. 	Pro- peller sounds were heard and five 

depth charges were dropped which 


